
LESSON PLAN 
 
Name: Measuring lung capacity  Date: 1/8/2012 

Subject: Science  Class: 4H   

Topic: The body: respiratory system  Lesson number:    

Day/time: session 1  No. of Students: 29 

Prior knowledge: 
Key parts of the respiratory system; how the body uses oxygen; relationship between lung capacity and 
fitness 
 
 

Lesson outcomes: 
LT S2.3 Identifies and describes the structure and function of living things and ways in which living things 
interact with other living things and their environment. 
INV S2.7 Conducts investigations by observing, questioning, predicting, testing, collecting, recording 
and analysing data, and drawing conclusions. 
Key learning: lung capacity varies between individuals and is related to fitness 
 

Links to previous/future lessons: 
Measuring millimetres; introducing estimating; information report on respiratory systems 
 
 
 

Assessment of Learning: 
Engagement in designing a test;  
 
 
 

Are there students with special needs that need to be catered for? If so how? 
Mika: check pairing, review understanding 
John: wear transmitter during group discussion 
 
 

Equipment/resources required: balloons for each 
student and teacher; pieces of string, rulers, 
kidshealth video 
 

Safety: 
 

 
Time: Lesson Plan: 

Stages of the lesson: 
 

Student Activity: 
 

Teacher activity: 

5 mins Intro Group: Q&A Refresh understanding 
of respiratory system. 
Relationship between 
lung capacity and 
fitness 

5 mins Lung capacity test video Group: watch video Into video of capacity 
test 



Time: Lesson Plan: 
Stages of the lesson: 
 

Student Activity: 
 

Teacher activity: 

5 mins Designing a test Group: brainstorm other ways to test lung 
capacity 

Prompt test materials 
and techniques. 
Prompt 'fair test': 
repeatable, 3-5 tests 
and take the average 

3 mins Model testing Group Model balloon and 
string test. Compare 
Mr Hills and Mr Hilton  

10 
mins 

Testing capacity Science buddies: in pairs, blow up a balloon 
with a single breath. Partners measure by 
wrapping a piece of string then measuring 
length. Test 3-5 times and take the average 

Assist pairs 

10 
mins 

Conclusion Group: report average results Record and graph 
results on the SMART 
board 

 
 
Evaluation (Aspects you are targeting 
improvement add or substitute your own) 

Strongly 
Agree 

 
Agree 

 
Neutral 

 
Disagree 

     
• T & L strategies were effectively implemented þ q q q 
• I was able to generate a sense of purpose þ q q q 
• A high level of student participation was achieved þ q q q 
• My questioning was clear, concise and logically 

sequenced 
þ q q q 

• Pupils were interested and self disciplined þ q q q 
• Instructions were clear and easily understood by 

students 
þ q q q 

• I recognised and catered for individual differences q þ q q 
• I established and maintained and effective learning 

environment 
þ q q q 

 
What were the most effective elements of the lesson?   Why? 
Open questions challenged students to develop and trial their own test. I was able to create an effective 
inquiry-based learning experience in a focussed and concise context. 
 
What were the least effective elements of the lesson?  Why? 
Some students fond the self-directed project approach particularly exciting and stimulating, which could 
overwhelm less confident students. 
 
If I were to repeat the lesson what would I change? How could I improve? 
I would more carefully allocate students to teams to provide the most constructive cooperative learning 
experience. I wuld also plan for pre and post lessons to build and consolidate the skills used in this lesson. 

 
 


